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SMUA” BLABED 



This implement was seer. in use ir Iran by Ed Abbot, who 
subsequently built exenplea at tile Yriendst Ibra1 Development Cenire, 
Raeulia, Eicshargabad, M.P. India. 

I.T.S.G. has not yet had a?? opportunity to build or test the 
pA;;ttthrasher and this leaflet is based on infsmation supplied by 

. 

. . 
Tke thresher is apparen*.Iy arritable for al:. types of corn and 

similar crops, and amid be plade and used myuhsre where bullocks are 
available zzd suitable Lxal oraftsm? smi naterie..ls can be found. It 
has proved to be 6c$ mne iffi c&mt than i.he tradi’.iorml Indian method 
of using bullocks tr> trap’.e t&e harvest& crcpu. 

Conetmction. 

The basic etmcture ie a frame whloh hold8 twc ccta@;onal rollers 
oi whioh are fixed the threshing blades. Above this fr%me a se& is 
provided together with a foot reet. The side frames are made by aelecting 

cutting it in hall lengthwcays. Thir Prcdwzee 
B;eoes are made fmmm a suitab1.e 

squared off at the mds md firmly 

The rollers &&“@iat aerefully planed square and out to length. 
Bearings are formed at .e&ch end, three indws Ior@ with a three inch 
diameter. Next, two lineius are aoribed the length of each fscs of the 
roller at a dietame of ?/E~* from the centre-line. The corners now marked 
are cut away, producing the required cotagcrml cross-section. The markings 
for blade-spike holea must now be made as follows. Centre-lines should be 
sortbed on each face if thiq has wt. already been done. The firat hole 
should be marked on any centre line two mohes from the end excluding the 
bearing. Holes are now marked &&.&-at one inch intervals, till the 
final hole is reached two lnohas ticn the far end. 

The holes are ncd drilled out to & inch diameter and the roller is 
ready for the fixing of the blades. 

Blades are made from flat stripe of iron or steel &” x 2” such RB 
are used for rim for bullock-cmt wheels. 

Blades e.re di.ven into the holes at the correct angle as described 
below, the projecting in& cr 80 of the spike being bent over to retain 
the blade. This job is made much easier if a punch is made to the shape ’ 
of the blade-spike end inserted red hot intc ‘the drilled hole at the 
correct angle, thus also zerving to locate t?ie blade EB now described. 



The angles at whioh blades me plecad are crucial to efficient 
perfcmance . The firet blade should be plaoed parallel to the length 
of the rcller, but the next blade (on the next face) is placed at 45’ 
to the length of thec.mller, and the next is et right angles. The 
next la placed at 45 but tilted th- e lother w&yl, and so on until all 
bladen are in place. 

The reet of the structure ie more or leea straight forward and 
could be modified within ~raotical limit& to wit requirements. 

%wght rcpee are attached to the outer ende of the forward 
brsae and ,thenoe to the yoke of a pair of bullocks, the operator 
d2moti.w them from a mcderate]J comfortable sitting position. 
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1. IIEROIUCTION 
The purpcaa of this leaflet is to provide some background 

information for both oonstruotors and designers who wish to 

use wood bearin@. 
The type of wood to use, its treatment, lubr&cstion, and 

errpeoted perfo-oe will be discussed. 

2. 
Xade from looslly available materials. 

We by looai orrftsaen with woodvorking skills. 

gaily assembled, 

Do not rsrgi.re lubrication or Mintensnoe. 

Cperate uxx?sr dirty oonditions. 

Nasily inspected for wssz’. 

Qliokly reptired or replaced. 

Can provide & temporary means of repairing a more sophisticated 

produotion bead& 
Re@ra low toleranoe on both the shafts cmd the housiixs. 

3. CHOICE OF WOOD 

The oompoaition of wood ie very oomplex, but in simple tenus 

it oonsists of fibrous material bound together with a glue-like 

eubstanos, water, resins, end oils. 

3.1 .pitie.l Relsotion 

D.A.Atkinsoa (1972) ekted that one of the essestisl oharaotsr- 

i&is@ to look for in the ohoioe of wood ie hardness. 
m The mar the hsariag eurfuae, the lees the defolrnrtion snd 

the tiler the ooeffioient of Matim 

s. The hu4er the be&r&c surfaoe, the lower the rate of wers. 
- The harder the bsariz&surfaoe the less likely it is to 

breskdown prsrpsturelg., singe, and ultimately burn. 
- The herder the be&r@ surfaoe the greater its strength. 

It is alao worth noting that generally, the harder the wood, 

the grenter its weight and the more diffioult it is to work. 



The oiliness of the wood is a particularly important oonsider- 

ation when the bearings are unlikely (or not intended) to receive 

lubrication during their servics. Practical indicators that assist 

the identifiaation of timbers which !my have good self-lubricating 

properties aret 

a) they OCB easily polished 

b) they do not reaot with aoids 

c) they sm difficult to inpregnate with presmratives 

d) glue does not easily stiok to them 

3.2 Other Considerations 

High moisture coats& cawes a reduction in hardness and 

raeults in greater we&*, For most applications low moisture con- 

tent is preferred and excess moisture must be removed to prevent 

subsequent shrinkage especiSa.lly if the bearing io to be used as a 

bash. 

The hardest wood Is to be found in the tin trunk just below 

the first brsmh. 

Grain dimotion should be considered, an3 if possible advantage 

taken of the olose graia to provide hardness at the wearing surfaoe. 

axle hole 

‘bolt holes 

Cm-piece block bea?Ang (fill size) 

Rig. 1. 
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The piece of timber selected for the bearing should be free from 

craaks. Some suitable timbers em listed in Table 1. 

oeGreasy I* woods Lignum vitae (Guaiawm officinale) 

Tallowcod (Euceliptus micrccorys) 

Teak (Tectona grandis) 

Blackbutt (Eucaliptus pilularis) 

Other woods Peon (Calophyllun tomentosum) 

Hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) 

Degame (Calycophyllum carididissimum) 

Boxwood (Phyllostylon brasiliense) 

Pear (Py.Ns communis) 

Opk (Quercus robur) 

Camphomood (Dryobalauops aromatica) 

Table 1. 

If the timber is not of the self-lubricating variety (or of 

dorrbtful self-lubricating characteristics) it can be soaked in oil 

to miuimiee the need for subsequent lubrication. It is important 

to have dry wood to assist maxirmrm absorption of oil. 

4. COmTWcTIOB 
The followihg notes relate to experience gained in the “field” 

manufacture and testing of three types of wood bearing. All were of 

the oil-soaked variety. 

4.1 g,nmB of I4eariag 

hush bearing 

Split-blook bearing 

One-pieae blook bearing 

4.2 General Remarks 

H.S.Pearaon (1975) has euggested that as a ,general mle-of-thumb 

guide to the size of timber needed for the bearlug. the sxial length of 

the bearing shouid be at least twice the shaft diameter. For example, 

for a 25nm dismeter axle, the bearing should be at least 5Om long. 

In the case of the block bearings, the thiokness of bearing material 



at auy point should not be less than the shaft diameter. 

0 
0 /’ / / 

b 

/ 0 / / 0 
/’ J 

/ J / .’ \ 

\ 

Split-block bearing (half size). 
pig. 2 

The drilling of mdial holes for lubrication purposes is only 

recommended by Pearson for the bush type of bearing. He found that 

if lubrication holes were drilled in block bearings not only were 

the bearings weekensd but also the holes acted as dirt traps. 

The beezIng should be located whenever possible in a position 

where falling dirt will not directly enter the beering. For example, 

if the axle is carried in bearlugs mounted under the floor of a cart 

instead of a fixed arle with bearings at the hub of the wheel, then e 
dirt falling from the rim of the wheel will not fall directly onto 

thebearings. 



If the bearing is expected to take side-thrust, large flat 

washers must be used, the one next to the end of the bearing being 

free to rctata m the shaft. 

The bearing surface of the shaft should be perfectly round and 

emootb aad polished in appemanoe. 

4.3 &tow to Uake the Bear-s 

Available timber often has rather doubtful self-lubrioating 

Properties pnd high moisture content. In this instance, a simple 

prcoeduxe for making en oil-soaked bush bearing has been devised by 

the Industrial Rsvelopment Center, Zaria in Nigeria. Excess water 
is removed and subsequent shrinkage Prevented. (Rhambaugh, Pearson 

and .?ibril, 1969). 

a) Reduce +he timber to a square cross section and bore a hole 

through the oentre the same diemeter as the journal on which 

the bearing will be working. 

‘b) Plaoe the blocks into a metal container of oommemial ground- 

at oil and keep them submerged by plaoing a brick on top. 

Rsiae the temperature of the oil until the water in the wood 

is turned imto steam - this ~111 give the oil the amearance 

of boiling vigorcusly. Maintain the temperature until only 

single strssms of emall pin-siae bubbles ars rising to the 

surfaoe of the oil. This my take anything fram 30 mimtes 

to 2 hours depending on the moisture oontent of the wood. 

Q) Remove the heat source and a the blocks in the oil to 

cool overnight if possible. Aulag this stage the wood will 

absorb oil. BN VNRY CAREPWL IF YOU RERD TO RARDLE TR!I COl?l!AINER 

MKILST IT IS PULL OF ROT OIL. If the temperature of the oil is 
allowed to get too high after the bubbles have oeased to appear, 

the wood will ohange to oharooal and the bsu9ngs will be ruined. 

d) Rebore the oentre hole to compensate for any shrinkage that may 

have taken place. 

e) Plaoe on a mandrel and turn the outside diameter to the required 

measurement that will give the bush a press fit into the tib. 

f) Bore four equally spaced holes through the wall of the bush at 

its mid-point and fill with lubricant - in general terms, the 

harder the lubriopnf the better, so animal fat, soap or tallow 

rre preferable although grease is an excellent alternative. 

-5- 



Bush bearing ehoving the four lubrication holea (full size). 

FQ. 3 

e) Eimlly prsea the bush into the hub. 

The forty bueh bearinge mule and teated St Mario were w long 

by 1.550” outside diameter with a 0.85g"@ bore. They were pressed 
into l@ seemleas black iron Claee C pipe, and turned on a @ pipe 

journal. The wood used vu) mehogay (being the moat rea$y wail- 

able) and rig teats with a loading of 100 lbe and o epeed of 100 - 

200 rev/&a indicated euffioient Pubricrtion. These test conditions 

were ohoaen to simulate the worlting forma on P 7” gauge wheel of en 

ox-draw plou@. Tests performed on bush bearinge without the four 

redial lubricetion holes egain indicated sufficient lubrication. 

. . 

0 
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INITIAL PmAIUTION. 

SW tilpber into shape of en oblong 
blook somewhat larger then the 0.3 
of the finiehed bseriug to allow for 
zhrink~ and bore beiilg off centre. 
Bore hole through centre of block 
the aine of the journal. 

fizJ 0 - 

Soon after submerging the 

:;;..i,;;: 
- bearing blocke in hot ground- 

,,.**a . . . . nut oil, mpny surface bubbles 
.,,. I..... , .,,.. a.*. 1” in diameter, made from o 
(..,I...*. multitude of smaller bubblea, 
, , .*11.4.* will appear on the surface. 

ye&e*---- Ae the moisture oontent of 
i::-. :‘:’ t ;zsl?* blocke la reduoed, the surface 
. .a. . . . . *.* .,.a bubblee will become smaller in 

the. 

:-:‘-.-.-‘--...-.-.-- . . . When the eurfaoe bubblee ere 
: : : : : . . 

: : . : : : : 
I . : * . , fomed fmm aillgle streaaa of 
. * . : . * . I + * pin-else bubblee, the dehydro- 

tion process haa gone far enough. 
Stop hertiag, end let blocks cool 
in the oil overnight. 

,-en block 
FIKISfiING 

Re-drill centre hole and place 
shrunken oil-soaked bearing block 
on mandrel and turn to the 
desired size. 

Cross section of the finished oil- 
soaked wood bearing showing 
grerse .mreaesvoir holes. 



On heavy equipment ouch as ox-carts or where it is net possible 

to pueh the axle through a bush bearing, the split-block bearing 

provide% a more praatiool eolution. 

It ie afmple to fit aud replete, and if wear takes place the 

two halwe cau be ohhanged around. titer tither wear, the life 

of the bearing oen be extended by removing a small amount of mater- 

ial from the motohing faoea. 

A eimple prooe&ure wna deviead by the GRZ/ITDO Project at the 

Xegoye Ee&oml Research StatIon in Zambia for the prcduation of 

euoh a bearing, a&n wing an oil aoeking technique. The timber 
in t&is caee ves teak, nnd used engine-d11 provided B satisfactorly 
altenutive to groundnut oil. (Coombs & Peerso% 1974) 

a) Reduce the timber tc a square orosa-section end cut length- 

wise into ,tvo halves. 

b) The two halve8 of the bearing muet be olanped firml.y together 

for the drilling operation. It ie aoat important tncrt the 

hole for the tie ia bored exactly square tlu‘ough the blocka. 

For the beat resulta an eleotrfc powered pillar-drill should 

be wed althou& a hand powered pillar-drill would be quite 

eatiefactory. If neither of these ie available, a jis would 

have to bo made to keep the drill bit in line. 

After drilling, the two halves should be tied toether 

to keep them in paire. 

c) For eaaking in oil an old 20 litre (5 @al.) dnuo is needed. 

Nll it three-quarters fill with used engine-oil and brin$ 

to tht: boil over pn open fire. GRiUT CAFE is needed when 

handling the dorm of hot oil. Lift the dnun off the fire a14 

aarefully plaoe the p&rs of be&n@ into the hot oil. Put 

L briok on top of the l.%& pair to @top them ficetin(r, and 

leave the drum and aontents to 0001 slowly overnight. 

The split-block bearinga aeaeured 15Cmm x 15Omn x 75rm irith a 

38m dimetar bore. They were field tested for reliability by 

iuetalling them on ox-oezts fitted with iron or pneumatic wheels 

and oarryizg loeda of up to 2 tons. 
A radial clearance on one of these assemblies of about lmm was 

found to be essential. If carefUlly ran in at low speeds (ox wor!6)t 

Q 

0 

i 
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the clearauce is increoaed to 1.5~2.Gmu and the beariug surface 

attaiued a highly polished glass-like appearance. Caving reached 

this condition it was found capable of withstanding journeys of 

a few kilometera at higher speeds (Landrcver towing). 

A ecft pine-wood oil-soaked beariug wa8 tested ae an alternative 

to the hardwood beariug, and this also gave aatisfactcry performance 

but might have a shorter life. 

For lower load, lower speed applications euoh as the seed-drive 

meohaaiam on a small plauter, a eualler one-piece oil-soaked block 

bearbg was used meeeuriug 5Om x 5Gm I 5Cmu with a 16~ diaueter 

bore, aud this gave eatiafactory results, although tests were act 

extensive. 
The possibility of boring the exle hole by hot irons wae uct 

investigated but there should be uo serious objections to this 

alteruative. 

The following general points can be concluded:- 

a) The nuu&in period is of critioal iupcr$auoe. It is 

ohmacteriaed by a high initial rate of we$rr whilst smoothlug 

and polishiug of the beat%= surface tekes place, after which 

wear becomes approxi+tely prcportioual to time. 

b) The greeter the epeed of rotation, the greater the wear, 

especially during the mmiug-in period. 

c) The greater the axle loading, the greater the rate of weer. 

Mom apscifiaally, wear ia approximately proportional to load, BUT 

inoresaee rapidly for mall increment8 in speed. 
Very high loading end low apeeds ehould be avoided siuce W&s 

results in P jez’kiug movement of the journal in the bearin@: end 

aubaequent shaking and vibration will result in weaz of other parts. 
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DEvEII.OPtxJ RY: 

DIGCRIFTION: 

Minifitry of Agricultura. l'araenia. 

This harrow is conqtructed entirely of timber. Its 
high @wind clearuanee and wide tooth spacing make it 
suitable Thor wrking in minimal tillage systems where 
it is advantageous to lc:ave a trash cover on the soil 
surface. 

It can be ueed following sweep tillage operations to 
break down soil. clods before crop planting, and also for 
covering of seed after broadce&t seeding. 

Note: Figures in brackets are in millimetres. - 

KEy: 

ITEM - 

w 

X 

Y 

2 

NANE QUANTITY ITEM DESCRIPTION - 

DRAUGBT CHAIN 2 Mild steel chain. 

FRAME SIDE 2 of 2" x 2" x 40" (5 x 51 x 10161 hard 
wood. 

CROSS BEAM 4 of 4'1 x 4" x 60" (102 x 102 x 1524) hard 
wood. 

Pm 13 of 1" (25) diameter hnrd wood, 1%" (406) 
long with 10" (254) protruding below frame 
beema, peg teeth otnggeted in each rCw to 
give 41' (102) 0ver.dl tooth spacing. 



FLEXIBLE PEG-TOOTH HARROW 

DEVELOPED BY: Locally-built design from Iran (extrilct from Central Treaty 
Organirration economic publication No. 47). 

DESCRIPTION: A low-coot peg-tooth harrow designed for animal or tractor 
power. 

The flexible linkege between the bars helps to make the 
harrow self-cleaning, and the linkage arrangement is designed 
to keep the teeth upr@t while in we. The bars are offset 
to give an average tooth spacing of 2" (51). 

KEY: - 

Note : - F&wee in brackets are in millimetres. 

ITEM NAME ITEM DESCRLFTION - - QUANTITY 

A DRAUGHT CHAINS 2 Mild steel chain 

B LINKAGZ ASSEMBLY 6 t" (19) diameter r&d steel eye-bolts 
and '2.' hook links. 

c AR 4 Each of 4" x 4" x 64" (102 x 102 x 1626) 
hard wood. 

D TOCTB 32 Each 10"' (254) in length, of + (19) 
diameter hard wood or 3" (19) square 
section steel bar. 

"JAPANESE" HARROW 

DBVBLOFZD BY: Locally-built deeign Porn Japan. 

DESCffIpTION: A dimple rigid two-row harrow with its flat-steel teeth driven 
through the wooden frame. The teeth are spaced 6" (132) apart 
in each row. 

IEEy: 

Thia implement hae a cutting action, the narrow edge of the 
teeth being parallel to the line of draught. 
Note: - Flgurea in brackets are in millimetres. 

ITEN NAME - - QUANTITY ITEM DBSCRIFTION 

X FRAME CROSS 4 Each of 2" x 2" x 18" (51 x 51 x 457) hard 
f4mBEB wood. 

Y TOOTH AB required Each of 1" x 2'1 (25 x 6.3) mild steel, 9" 
(299) long er.d tapered towards working end. 

1; MAIN FRAME 2 Each of 2" x .2$" (51 x 63) hard wood, 6611 
MEMBER (1676) lOBI& 



TRIANGULAR SPIKE-TOWI IIARROW _- 

DEVELOPED BY: 

DESCRIPl'ION: 

Originally designed in India. 

The teeth of this harrow can be made of hard wood or mild 
steel. 
4". 

In the drawing overall tooth spacing is shown 86 
Tooth swcina can be varied to suit the soil conditions 

, 

by removing teeth-to give wider spacing or by drilling holes 
and inserting additional teeth to give closer spacing. The 
harrow can be used for preparing a seedbed, after ploughing, 
and for covering the seed after broadcasting. While in 
work the harrow should be horizontal and this is achieved 
by adjusting the length of the Fulling rope or chain. The 
harrow can be loaded with logs UP stones to give greater 
penetration when necessary. Fo-, transport to and from the 
field the harrow is turned on i:s back and runs on the skids. 

Note: figures in brackets are in millimetres. 

KEY: - 

ITEM - 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

NAME - QUANTITY IT&X DESCRIPTION 

MAIN FRAME 1 Made of one piece 3" x 4" x 72" (76 x 102 x 1829) 
and two pieces 3" x 4" x 55" (76 x 102 x 1397) 
hard wood. 

SKID 2 Each of $*I x 13" x 23" (12.5 x 38 x 584) mild 
steel. 

TooEI (As required) Each of St1 x 2-l x 12" (19 x 19 x 305) mild 
steel or $' (19) ti.ameter x 12" (3Q505) hard 
wood. 

TOWXNG IIOOK/ 1 $1 x l$@ x 29" ( 1.5 x 38 x 737) mild stee!. 
SKID 

REAR STRUT 2 Each of 3" x 4" x 1751' (76 x 102 x 444) wood. 

FRONT STRUT 1 3" x 4" x 2%" (76 x 102 x 597) wood. 



72” (1829) 

I.- 4” (102) 8” (203) - 1 



2 i; (63) 
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SIMPLE SURVEYING LEWLS 

Introduction 

The surveying instrument most used on farms in developing 
countries is the level. It can be used to make a map before 
starting earthmoving work, it can be used to mark out on 
the ground either level cantours, or else lines with a small, 
uniform slope for drainage, irrigation, soil conservation, 
roadmaking or building work. 

klodern surveying instruments are very accurate, but expensive 
and easily damaged and need skilled workers to operate, adjust 
and repair them. The levelling work on small farms often does 
not require extreme accuracy because line;h;f; ;;inS marked 
aut nn ordinarily rough field surfaces. therefore, 
a case for examining alternatives to the modern sirveyor’s 
level which would be cheaper., simpler to operate and still 
reasonably accurate. This is what has been attempted here. 

The Levelling Devices 

The simple levelling devices tested can be divided into two 
grQuys: 

1. Lat’eZ3 wit;; LGIioh tka ap3rcttar sight3 aEang a korieonta% 
I&k? t-0 t&u recddnga 012 a gPadiiat3d ctffff ;t3%e; b@ a 
33aand man 801TB &iacanee ctuczy. 
This is the same method used \<itl: a modern surveyor’s level. 

2. te~aE3 tdtiieii da 43t ~wgciro sigiieirrg octe a SCstant accff. 

The accuracy of these devices is not affected by the 
operator’s eyesight or by t:ro lighting conditions. 

These simple levels did not have telescopes fitted with cross 
hairs, which are the costly parts of modern levels. Various 
types of simple sights were fitted and a clear target attached 
to the staff, but it was still not possible to read the staff I 
consistently to wit:rin less than 2 Smm at a distance of 1Om. 
The accuracy of any level which requirea sighting onto a dis- 
tant staff is affected by the operator’s eyesight and the 
degree of daylight. 

A modern surveyor’s 1i;vei is usualiy mounted on a tripod, 
which is itself rather expensive to buy, difficult to make 
and awkward to carry. For simplicity, the devices tested were 
supported on a simple pole, although a tripod would be necessary 
on very hard ground. The pole was 1.5m long and 28mm diameter. 
One end was sharpened to a point and fitted with a protective 
metal sheath. The mounting block was made from a 140mm x 90mm 
x iOmm piece of softwood and was drilled with a 30mm diameter 
!role to a depth of 80mm using a brace and bit. The top of the 
pole was smoothed with glass paper until the block rotated 
freely. A 6mm diameter hole was drilled to take a carriage ’ 
bolt for securing the instruments to the block. 
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SQUARE ANU PLLIMB 

Construction 

A right-angle square with arms 45Qmm long was cut from a 
sheet of 12mm thick plywood. 
into the top of the horizontal 

A pair of sights was screwed 
arm and a hook and marker 

fixed to the vertical arm for use with a plumb. The 
sights were adjusted so that when the plumb registered with 
the marker, the top edge was exactly horizontal. A 6mm 
diameter hole was drilled through the horizontal arm for 
the securing bolt. 

Use - 

The instrument was attached to the mounting block by a 
carriage bolt and wing nut. It was aimed at the staff 
and then levelled by adjusting its angle until the plumb 
was exactly over the market. The wine nut was then 
tightened. 
the sights, 

It was difficult to read Ehe staff through 
although a moveable target on the staff made 

sighting easier. 

Results 

No testing was possible because the plumb bob was blown 
about by the wind. 



WATER MANOMETER 

Construction 

A 300mm length of planed 4Omm x 2Omm soft wood was fitted 
with two rubber straps made from motor tyre inner tube and 
seeured with nails and thin hardboard pads. Each end was 
fitted with a sight eut from scrap sheet metal. A 6mm 
diameter hole for the mounting bolt was carefully drilled 
through the wood at the mid-point. A 1OOmm length of glass 
tube (7mm internal diameter) was inserted behind each strap 
and the lower ends joined with a 400mm length of rubber 
tubing. Water was poured into the U-tube arrangement until 
the level in each glass tube was about 30mm from the top. 
The ends ulere fitted with stoppers to prevent loss of water 
whilst transporting the instrument. 

MT&K MANOMETEK 

Uses 

The mounting pole was pressed firmly in the ground as 
nearly vertically as possible. The mounting block v!as 
placed on top of the pole and the instrument secured by a 
carriage bolt and wing nut. The device was aimed at the 
staff at the first station, about 10 metres away, It was 
then levelled by removing the two stoppers and adjusting 
the angle until the two menisci were exactly level with 
the top edge of the wood. (Sometimes it was necessary 
to slide the glass tubes up or down in their rubber strap 
holders to achieve this condition.) Sighting from about 
300mm behind the rear sight, it was possible to line up 
the horizontal front sight and read the staff. A move-. 
able horizontal target on the staff made sighting easier. 
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A READING 

Kesults 

The staff could be read at a distance of R-10 metres, but 
this range depends on the operator’s eyesight. A 50 metre 
line was laid out ‘on the contour’ and checked with a modern 
optical surveying level. The worst error was 42mm in height 
over a horizontal distance of 8 metros. 

Various types of water manometer have been described in 
surveying literature. Devices that require sighting along 
or through two menisci without the aid of a straight edge 
are difficult to use and liable to large errors. The in- 
clusion of a sighting edge makes this a more practicable 
instrument. With care it would be used for setting level 
lines or graded lines of slopes not less than 1 in 200. 
The device must be kept upright when moving position to avoid 
loss of water, or alternatively the tubes can be stoppered. 

I 
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SPIRIT LEVEL 

Construction 

A cheap wooden-cased spirit level 2SOmm long formed the 
basis of this instrument. A 6mm diameter hole for the 
securing bolt was drilled through the case, care being 
taken to avoid the glass tube. 

RETAIL OF SPIRIT LEVEL 

Use - 

The pole and mounting block were again used for support. 
The instrument was aimed at the staff and then levelled 
by adjusting its angle until the bubble was exactly between 
the centre marks. No sights were fitted to this device 
and sighting was aehieved by looking along the top edge 
of the level. As before, a moveabte horizontal target on 
the staff made sighting easier. kind caused some movement 
of the apparatus, making exact setting of the bubble 
difficult i Wind effects could be eliminated if the levei 
were mounted on a tripod, 

Results 

The ability to read the staff was dependent on .&he operator’s 
eyesight and limited the range to 8-10 metres. A 1OOm line 
was laid out ‘on the contour’ and the worst error was 
measured as SOmm over a distance of 9 metres. 



Evaluation 

If a spirit level is available it is a simple matter to 
convert it into a sighting level. I\‘ith care it could be 
used for setting level lines or graded lines of slopes not 
less than 1 in SOB. 



ROAD TRACER 

Construction 

This tic-;ice consisted of a triangular wooden frame, free to 
swing or‘ its supporting bolt. The base of the triangle 
served as a sighting tube and was made from a 450mm length 
of bamboo cane. The nodes were drilled out from each end. 
cni <-r,J 5;~s fitted >;;ith crojj: *,<i;rs (r!ii,l \qire gizec: into 
slots) whilst the other end \zas covered with tape pierced 
with a viewing hoie. A hose clip was used as the balance 
weight and this was placed over the bamboo tube before the 
latter was glued to the susPending A-frame. An 8mm diameter 
hole was drilled near the top of the A-frame so that the 
instrument could swing freely on the carriage bolt. 

Settin p b the instrument _-I- 

MTAIL OP THE ROAD 

The road tracer and the staff were placed side by side on a 
flat surface and the moveable target on the staff was adjus- 
ted to be exactly level with the cross tcires. The staff was 
then mos:ed to a point about 20n away from the road tracer, 
chosen so that the tarpet appeared to be at the same level 
when viewed through the sighting tube The positions of the 
staff and the instrument were then reversed to check if there 
lias any difference in the reading. Adjustment for the error 
was made by moving the balance weight so that half of the 
difference in readings rua~ removed. The weight was secured 
and the procedure repeated to check the setting. 



Use - 

To set out a level contour line, after checking the setting 
of the instrument, the St; Ef was placed next to the road 
tracer and the target sdj..sted to coincide with the cross 
wires. The staff was then moved to a point about 10 metres 
away and moved up or down the slope until the target again 
coincided with the cross wires when viewed through the tube. 
The road tracer was then swung slightly and allowed t;fc;;i 
to rest again so that the reading could be checked. 
reading was confirmed, the position was marked with an arrow 
and the staff moved on. The device was adversely affected 
by any wind and it was essential to use a target on the staff. 

ROAU TRACER 

Results 

The range was limited to a maximum of about 20 metres by the 
operator’s eyesight. A line was laid out on the contour and 
cheeked with a modern instrument. The worst height error 
was 59mm over a distance of10 metres. 

Evaluation 

Care and patience are needed with this device to allow it 
to come to rest. Heavier construction, e.g. of steel, would 
make it less susceptible to movement by the wind. The need 
to ‘set’ the instrument and check both the setting and res- 
ults is a disadvantage. Its use is restricted to level lines 
and graded lines of slopes not less than 1 in 200. 
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A-FRANf AN11 YL’JMB 

Construction 

Two 2.5m lengths of 4Bmm x ZOmm soft wood wero laid to- 
gether at one end and spread apart by Jm at the other. 
The joint was glued and screwed. Another piece of 60mm 
x tOmm wood was glued and screwed to the side pieces so 
that it formed the horizontal of the A-frame. The ‘feet’ 
of the frame were cut level after marking with a long 
straight piece of wood. A hook was screwed into the frame 
near the apex for attachment of the plumb. 

Setting the Instrument 

Two bricks were piaced 4 metres apart and the A-frame was 
placed upon them. When theplumb came to rest, the position 
of the string was marked on the horizontal bar. The frame 
was then placed the other way round on the same bricks and 
the procedure repeated. A permanent mark was then made 
halfway between these two marks to show when the feet of the 
frame were exactly level. 
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Use and Results 

To set out a level contour, one leg of the frame was placed 
at the starting point and the other was positioned so that 
the plumb registered with the permanent mark. This position 
was marked with an arrow. The frame was then moved up to 
this arrow and the procedure repeated. Care was taken to 
get the plumb as close as possible to the marker. Although 
the plumb ivas affected by the wind it was possible to damp 
the movement by allowing the cord to rub against the frame. 
A line was laid on the contour and the worst height error 
was 13mm in 4 metres. 

Evaluation 

;;ro[r~ss wtth thjs,instrument can be quite fast ercq though 
step IS lrmlted by the phystcal span of the frame. 

The taller the frame, the more sensitive the instrument 
becomes to differences in level. The device described hero 
could be used for setting level lines or graded lines of 
slopes not less than 1 in 300. 
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Construction 

‘The frame of this device was made from t\<o Im hig!l up- 
rights j5Omm x SOmm softwood] and a 2.Sm horizontal joined 
to form an H shape. A lm length of clear plastic tube (1Zmm 
internal disnmter) was secured to each end of a 2m 1enRth 
of met3i eonduit using hose clips. The conduit was attached 
to the horizontal of the frame with nails, and the plastic 
tube fastened to the uprights with soft wire. Kater was 
poured in until the level was about halflsay up each tube. 
The tube ends were stoppered to prevent loss of water during 
transport. 

Setting the Instrument -- 

Two bricks were placed 
frame pbacod upon them. 

2.5 metres apart and the feet of the 
The stoppers were removed and a 

mark was mado on each wooden upright, level with the bottom 
af the meniscus. 
other day round, 

The frame was placed on the bricks the 

made . 
the procedure repeated and two more marks 

marks 
A permanent mark was then made midway between the 

on each upright. Finally the steppers were replaced 

H-FRAME MANOMETER 
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use and gesu1ts 

A level line was laid out by placing the foot of one of 
the uprights at the starting point, removing the stoppers 
and moving the leading foot until the bottom of the meniscus 
was level with the permanent mark. Kith two operators, the 
following man could observe his reading to provide a check, 
fit should also be opposite the mark). The position of the 
leading foot was marked with an arrow, the stoppers replaced, 
and the frame moved forward to repeat t,he procedure. In this 
way a line was set on the cslntour and the worst height error 
was measured as 8rm over a &e,t:nce of 2.5 metres. 

Evaluation 

Care was needed to avoid spilling water 
was moved. Although each ‘step’ was 
(the span of the frame) 
with the previous levels. 
lines or graded lines of 
refinement could be made 
for measuring height differences. 

\, 
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. FLEXIBLE TUBE hATEI: LEVEL 

Construction 

Two 1. OCh woadet1 staves (4Onm x ?Omn) had battens (2171 x 1Om) 
nailed to one side of the broad face. A 1. SRI tape was 
carefully glued to each batten with the aero level with the 
end o:f the b,atten. The txo ends of a l&a length of clear 
non-reinforced WC tube (ibmm internal diameter) were attached 
to the staves by drilling four 1.5mm holes at 4OOaua centres 
and using soft xi.re to secure the pipe firmly against the 
edge of the batten. The tube was then slowly filled with 
water, care being taken to expel all air bubbles, until the 
level was about lm high in each of the stand pipes when the) 
were held together. The ends of the tube were fitted with 
rubber stoppers to prevent loss of Icater during transport. 

To set a level line, the two stand pipes were brought together 
at the starting point, the stoppers removed and the re;:dings 
,taken level with the bottom of each meniscus. (The readings 
should be the same and may be rurrked with a pencil.) The 
ends of the tube were then stoppered and the lead man rook 
his standpipe and stretched out the tube in the direction of 
the line. The stoppers were carefully ret:Ioved and the lead 
n:an moved his standpipe up or down the slope until he obtained 
the original reading. (At this point, the following man could 
look at his reading which should also be the same - this pro- 
vided a simple checking procedure.) 
the lead man, 

An arrow was placed by 
stoppers were replaced and both men moved forward 

to repeat the operation. 

. - 



Results 

ff care was taken, the accuracy of reading the meniscus was 
2 Q.Smm, [the smallest graduation of the tape being l.Omm). 
It did not take long for the levels in the stand pipes to set.- 
tie, and progress was quite fast. When moving the instrument 
the procedure to avoid spilling should be observed. A line 
was laid on the contour and the worst height error was 1Omm 
over a 10 metre distance. 

Evaluation 

Tho accuracy of this device was far superior to the other 
instruments, and it was one of the fastest to use. However, 
its construction relies upon the availability of clear plaa- 

i%!%‘as This is oniy strictly necessary for the standpipe 
the joining length could be any type of hose. 

The instrument daes not rely on good eyesight for sighting 
purposes. A possible disadvantage is its bulkiness although 
the instrument described here was easily carried by one man. 
With care it could be used for setting level lines or graded 
slopes not less than 1 in 1000. 
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LINE LEVEL 

Construction 

A cheap wooden-cased spirit level 25Onun long formed the 
basis of this instrument. A small screw-eye was screwed 
into each end face (on the centre-line and close to the 
top face) and a 1Om length or cord tied to each eye. 
Two staves were made by glueing 1.5m tape measures onto 
straight battens. 

Use - 

Three people were needed to operate this device - one 
with a staff at each end of the cord, and the third at 
the centre watching the spirit level. The leading staff 
man either moved his position up or down the slope, 
(for laying out contours) or moved the string up or down 
the staff when measuring height differences. The centre 
man gave the instructions by observing the spirit level. 
Even tnough the device swayed around in the wind it was 
still easy to see the bubble, which came to rest after a 
few seconds. 

LINE LEVEL 

TAKING A REAUING 
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Results 

The range of the device depends on the length of the line, 
in this case 20 metres. 5 arrows were set on the contour 
in S minutes and the worst height error was 55m in 2Um. 

Evaluation 

Of the instruments tested the line level gave the fastest 
rate of progress. Accuracy might be improved hy suspendi- 
ng the Xevel from the line in a different banner to ensure 
that it always hangs correctly. It was the most compact 
of the eight devices (the level and cord could be carried 
in a pocket) and with care could be used for setting level 
lices or graded lines of slopes not less than 1 in 300. 
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Eight simple surveying levels were constructed and compared. 
Those which involved sighting onto a distant staff were the 
least satisfactory. 9f the remaining four levels, the flexible 
tube water level was the most accurate, but the most expensive. 
The wooden A-frame and plumb line and the rigid Ii-frame mano- 
meter were simple to use but cumbersome to transport. The line 
level (small spirit level and cord) was cheap, fairly accurate,; 
quick to use and easy to carry, but needed three operators. 

All the levels were made using simple hand tools. The materials 
used included wood, screws, nails, string, scrap sheet metal, 
glass, rubber tube, plastic tube, soft wire and a length of 
metal conduit. 

A11 the devices were cheap and simple to construct. They 
did not require delieate handling or skilled operators. 
‘They were all accurate enough to be useful in irrigation, 
drainage, soil conservation, 
farm level. 

roadmaking and building at the 

The four levelling devices which involved sighting onto a 
distant staff (water manometer, spirit level, square and 
plumb and road tracer) were more difficult to use, particularly 
in less than perfeet lighting, and their accuracy depended largly 
largely on .the operator’s eyesight. Ia each case a robust 
tripod would have been some improvement over the mounting pole 
used, but would have made transport more difficult. The 
remaining devices which did not require sighting onto a staff 
seemed more suitable for unskilled opera’tors. 

The A-frame and plumb and the &frame manometer were simple 
to make and use, but were cumbersome to transport and could 
only be used over fixed intervals equal to the lengths of the 
frames. 

The flexible tube manometer was the most accurate of the 
devices. Measuring or marking out gradients of up to 1 in 
1000 was possible with this instrument. It WBS on@ of the 
fastest to use but was the most expensive to construct. 
Being flexible, it could be used for levelling two points not 
in sight of each other - a common problem in building consr- 
ruction. 

The line level was cheap to make, very easy to transport and 
a very quick means of laying out contours, but required three 
operators. 
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AGRlCULT,U’ilAL EGUIPMENT AND TOOLS FOR FARMERS DESIGNED FOR LOCAL CONSTRUCTION 
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No. 44A 
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THE "WANANCHI" OX-CART 



DEVELOPED BY: Originally designed by Rev. V. Swenson of Singida Mission 
and later developed further at T.A.M,T.U., Tanm.ia. 

DFSCRIPI’ION: Built to carry a load of 1400 lbs. (6% kg), pulled by two 
oxen. 

e 

An important design feature of this cart is the wood- 
block axle bearings, each made of two pieces of wood, oil- 
impregnated by .soaking in hot oil , the axle bearing hole of 
l$' (38) diameter being drilled centrally through the blocks. 
This bearing design facilitatea ease of maintenance and 
renewal of the bearings by arpentars in rural areas. 

Each of the wheel assemblies is ar, integral unit, the wheel 
spokes waldeC to the exle shaft. 

Note: - Figures in braekete .sre in millimetres. 

n-m - NANE - QUAWXTY ITEM DESCRIPTION 

A SHAFT 1 Of 4" x 4*l x 168** (102 x 102 x 4269) soft wood. 
or a termite-resistaat bush pole can be used 
instead. 

0 FRONT/BACK 2 Of 1" x 12" x 52" (25 x 505 x 1Xl) eoft wood. 
WARD 

c SIDE. SUPFORT 6 Of 2" x 4" x 19" (51 x 102 x 452) hard wood. 

D SNAP? BRACE 2 p x l&l x 36" (6.3 x 5d x 914) mild steel. 

f ~~~~ : 

Of 1" x 12" x 48" (25 x jO5 x 12l9) soft wood. 

Oi 2" x 4" x 92" (51 x 102 x 1829) hard wood. 

a k?IENLAssENBtY 2 Wheel rims of bet x &I (102 x 9.5) mild steel, 
p (762) diameter, with &I (19) diameter 

f epokes of aild etsel bar, 12 spokes per wheel. 

H AXLE 2 Each of W (762) x 14" (38) diameter mild 
steel bar. 

J AiWi SEARIN' 1 Of 2" x 10" x 48" (51 x 254 x 12l9) hard wood. 
PLATE CHASSIS 
CROSS mRsR 

K WOOD-BSBGrK 4 hch bearing consists of two pieeea of hard 
BEARINQ wood f" x 4" x 10" (96 Y 102 x 254). 

L OREASE CUP 4 Of screw-type design. 

. H BEARING BOLTS 8 10" (254) loru~ x 311 (12.5) diameter mild steel. 

N FLAT iJASHER 8 Of 12'1 (9) inaer diameter, in pairs each side 
of inner bearings to locate axles. Inner 
washers free cb rotate and outer wer;hers welded 
to axle. 

of 1" x 12" x 70" (2~ x 404 x 1978) aoft-&@. 

'U' bolt of 4" (12.5) diameter mild steel. 
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No. 448 

CART FOR ONE DRAUGHT ANIMAL 



DEVELOPED BY: 

DESCRIPTION: 

CART FOR ONE DRAUGHT ANIMAL 

J. Wirth, EnKiwer at the Tanzania A&cultural Machinery 
Testing Unit, Pantania. 

Designed to carry D. load of 900 lbs (118 kg), wiled by a 
single ox or donkey. The wood-block axle bearings fitted 
untierneath the cart body are oil-impr@Knated by soaking in 
hot oil before drillin and assembly. 

Both the front and back boards of the cart body are 
removable. The cart shafts can be made of tubular metalpipe 
instead of timber if extra strength is found necessary. 

Note: - Figures in brackets are in millimetres. 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

J 

K 

& 

sHAFr/cHASIS 2 
KEHBER 

AiUE BEARING 1 
PLATE/CHASSIS 

WOOD-ELOCK 4 
BEARING 

CORN&B SIJWCRT 8 

DRAUGHTHOOK 2 

HARNESS EYE 2 

WliZRANDAZE 2 
ASSEMBLY 

SIDE KlARP 2 

FRONT/RACK 2 
BOARD 

OIIGASE CUP 4 

FLP.~ WASHZR 8 

ITEM DESCRIPTION 

of 2+ x 3$'@ x 153" (64 x 89 x $386) wood. 
Shaft 1enKth can be varied to suit animal size. 

Of 9” x 2M x 45” (198 x 51 x 1145) herd wood. 

Each bearing consiste of two pieces of hard 
wood 2#" x 3" x 7" (64 x 96 x 198) with a lilt 
(52) diameter hole drilled centrally for the 
axle. 

Of 2" x jr' Y 18" (51 x 96 Y 459) herd wood. 

Made frca 4" (12.5) di,weter mild steel bar. 

Made of 6" (9.5) diameter mild steel bar. 
bolt-heado countersunk on inside of shafts. 

All parts of miid &eel: wheel rirs of 3" x 
(76 x 9.5) 28” (911! in diameter; spokes of ! 

'1 
'I 

(X.53 diameter bar, i2 spokes jar *heel. 
Axle of It" (32) diameter, 25" (635) long. 

Of 1" x 12" x 51" (25 x 305 x 12%) ooft wood. 

Of 1” x la*’ x 54” (25 x 267 x l,92) aoft wood. 

Of screw-type desifl. 

Of lt" (32) inner diameter, in ~nire each side 
of inner bearings to locate axles, inner 
washers free to rotate and outer washers welded 
to axle. 
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No. 44C 

OX-CART' USING OLD CAR WHEELS 



Rev. LA. fiobertson, t&mje, Malawi. 

This cart maker; “tie ot‘ the front wheels from a” old cer 
or lorry. the wheel nountinge bein cut off and weloed on 
to .?I box-section axle febriceted fprlm ~nple iron. A C.-u 
rear axle complete with differential can be wed, but 
this adds unnecessary bulk and weight to the cert. 

The cart chassis and body are constructed o? wood, all 
parts being bolted together. The body side and end board6 
are made of planks iv@ (19) in thicknew, end are detachable. 

Note: - F&ares in brackets are in millimetres. 

STAKE/RIB 

CBASSIS mm 

CiikSSIS BOLT 

CiiA.sEIS ciiOgs 
- 

SNAFf BOLT 

CLAeP mATE 

RIB StlFRUiT BOLT 

SLIDE RIB SUPKlRT 

llMQa 

AXLS CLANF BOLT 

QUANTITY 

4 

14 

5 

4 

1 

2 

8 

4 

3 

4 

8 

2 

2 

4 

1 

1 

ITFS DESCRlFT;ON 

Slots to movide for remove1 of end boards 
formed with 2” x 1” (51 x 25) wooden slats. 

2” x 1” (51 x 25) hard wood, OP appropriate 
len@h to euit required height of cart side& 

Of t** x 12” x 84” (19 x 305 x ?A341 soft wood. 

Of 4“ x 4” (102 x 102) s(Iw1 timber, or a 
tereiine-resist.?& \I!!?& pole CM be wed instead. 

Of 4” x 2” x 84” (102 x 51 x 2l34) hard wood. 

of $1 (9.5) diemeter mild &eel, 8” (2031 
long. 

Of 3” x 2” x 60” (76 x 51 x 1524) hwd wood. 

Of $@‘ (12.5) diameter mild steel, 81’ (205) 
long. 

Of 2” x 4” x 3” (51 x PO,? x 12.5) mild steel. 

Of 6’8 (9.5) diameter mild steel, 6” (152) 
lW. 

Of 13” x 18” x 84” (38 x 5(2 x 2l54) hard wood. 

Root wheels from an old vehicle. 

Of 3” (12.5) diameter mild steel, 12” (305) 
long. 

Of %” x 2” x 54” (X0! x 51 x 1372) hard wood. 

pieces of 2” x 2” (51 x 51) angle iron, 
54” (1372) long, welded tolother to form 
box section anp>e. 
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